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Original Factory Data for Quality
Auto and Collision Repairs

OE Repair Information
Directly From the Car
Manufacturer

Repair it Right the First Time
ALLDATA provides complete and unedited technical repair and collision data from
all the major automotive manufacturers-complete, unchanged and unabridged.
This information is critical to servicing today’s complex vehicles. Using a
manufacturer’s original procedures helps assure the shops and the car owner that
the repair is correct and of the highest quality possible.
Vast Database
ALLDATA Repair currently
includes over 10 million
articles of information
including procedures,
diagrams, and illustrations
of current OE repair
information. This information
includes the vast majority
of model series and
assembly groups.

3 Repair procedures, diagram and
specifications
Unedited for all major brands
3 Collision OE data
Diagnostic and structural procedures
3 Detailed error codes and diagnostic test
charts
Complete and unchanged in order to
provide accurate, correct and safe repairs
3 Electrical wiring diagrams
Complete with adapter plugs and locations
of parts and cable bundles

High Customer
Satisfaction
Access to OE repair
information is crucial for
a quality repair today. OE
repair information helps
technicians do the job right
the first time and make
the shop more efficient,
while gaining a satisfied
customer.

3 Access to technical servce bulletins
Recall campaigns and factory unpdates as
published by the car manufacturer
3 Filling quantities
A prerequisite to provide professional
repairs and maintennace
3 Maintenance Service Intervals
Straight from the VMs - never rewritten
3 Tightening torques
Required for a safe repair

Complete Package for OE Repair Data
ALLDATA Repair is the industry standard for manufacturers’ OE diagnostic,
maintenance and repair information. The factory-correct information in
ALLDATA Repair includes all major makes and models and the following:
3 Info Center provides phone and email support including product
navigation and OE information assistance
3 Complete, unchanged and unabridged information
3 License agreements with major car manufacturers
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Complete, unchanged and unabridged information
Shown here is an example of a crankcase ventilation procedure
for a Mercedes Benz A-Class. The complete unedited 6-page procedure
from the manufacturer is included in ALLDATA Repair.

Shown here is an example of a
double clutch gearbox procedure for a BMW 5 (F10) Sedan.
The complete unedited 4-page procedure from the manufacturer is included in ALLDATA Repair.
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